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WARNING: The material in this document may contain graphic text, blurred images, and 

survivor quotes that may trigger the viewer.  

 

Why do we post proof publicly? 

NCOSE researchers have collected this proof as evidence of the material that is made, contained, 

and/or distributed by the corporations and institutions NCOSE is confronting.  

Proof is shared with corporate executives, shareholders, and/or board members, as well as with 

policymakers, law enforcement, journalists, and the general public to give witness to the sexual 

exploitation and abuse that is often rampant, yet sometimes hidden, on these platforms. 

 

Why do you blur out images, including faces, if they’re publicly available? 

While we believe it is important to provide ample evidence of wrong-doing to support our claims 

and inspire change, we also strongly believe that no one – neither adult, nor child – should 

be exposed to the type of material our researchers collect: either for their own well-being, or 

out of respect for those being exploited. It is for this reason we pixelate/blur/block not only 

nudity or sexually graphic content, but also the faces of those being exploited.  

We also want to limit access to this material (unfortunately, a luxury not afforded to children and 

adults using many of the platforms and products made by these companies). Therefore, we add 

several layers before someone can access the proof, and also don’t include all the proof that we 

have obtained. If someone feels they need to see more evidence to understand the extent of the 

problem or the type of exploitation that is happening, they may request it of NCOSE by writing 

to public@ncose.com. 

 

Did you receive people’s permission to post? 

Any personal testimony shared to NCOSE directly is posted only with the affected parties 

approval.  

 

For material that is publicly available, we do not seek permission to post. However, we redact 

names and usernames of survivors from articles, social media, etc. even when publicly available. 

To read more about our commitment to ethical engagement with survivors, please go here. We 

do not redact names or usernames of exploiters who have posted publicly. 

 

Disclaimer: While we do collect information on those who request access to more proof, that 

information will only be used for our own, internal analysis. It will not be distributed, shared, or 

posted publicly or with outside parties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:public@ncose.com
https://endsexualexploitation.org/walking-alongside-survivors/
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Evidence of Exploitation on eBay 
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Child Sex Abuse Dolls 
 

Because sex dolls are permitted on eBay, many sellers have predictably fashioned dolls which 

resemble children and teens, thereby catering to and encouraging pedophilic tendencies and 

normalizing child sex abuse. While searches for “child sex doll” or “teen sex doll” do not yield 

young-looking sex dolls, a quick scan of search results for “sex doll,” “adult doll,” etc. yield a 

number of dolls that look like young girls and preteens.  

Several of the seller descriptions even indicate they are selling childlike sex abuse dolls by using 

thinly disguised phrases such as school girl,” advertising dolls wearing school uniforms or 

surrounded by stuffed animals, and/or selling dolls with dimensions and characteristics of 

children or preteens. 

Childlike sex abuse dolls are an extension of child sexual abuse. In fact, researchers Brown and 

Shelling note that childlike sex abuse dolls may actually increase the likelihood that a 

pedophile will act out on a real child. Childlike sex abuse dolls may bridge the gap between 

viewing child sexual abuse materials and sexually assaulting a real child. Because dolls provide 

no emotional feedback, the use of child sex dolls may desensitize the user to the horrific harms 

of child sexual assault. Research into sex addiction has demonstrated that compulsive sexual 

behavior in males is characterized by novelty-seeking and desensitization; more extreme acts are 

necessary to maintain the same level of arousal. A pedophile may start using childlike sex abuse 

dolls after becoming desensitized to watching child sexual abuse materials online. When he 

inevitably becomes desensitized to dolls, he may begin victimizing real children. 

Many such dolls are posed very graphic situations. Notice the size of the doll compared to the 

man in the second image 

https://www.aic.gov.au/publications/tandi/tandi570
https://www.aic.gov.au/publications/tandi/tandi570
https://www.karger.com/Article/Abstract/448732
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Body looks prepubescent, flat chest: underwear and bra that a preteen would wear. Thumbnail 

includes body posed next to stuffed animal. “TPE” means “total power exchange” – common 

term in BDSM which means dominant partner has complete power and authority over the other. 
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Warning: extremely sexually graphic text that accompanied the child sex abuse doll above:
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Posing with toys is a known way to elicit connection with children: 
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Furthermore, pedophiles are known to use adult sex dolls and child sexual abuse material to 

groom children they intend to assault. eBay may very well be assisting pedophiles in the abuse of 

children – as other top online retailers no longer sell sex dolls. Amazon has scrubbed their 

marketplace of all sex dolls. Wish has no longer sells sex dolls in its online marketplace. Etsy 

has created an explicit policy against products that promote the sexual exploitation of children 

and has largely removed sex dolls from its site. It’s time for eBay to follow suit in prohibiting the 

objectification of women and children through the sale of sex dolls. 

 

 

Spy Cams Advertising Nonconsensual Filming of Women 
 

NCOSE researchers found multiple spy cameras (also called spycams or hidden cameras), on 

eBay that are advertised with images of women showering or engaging in sexual activity. It is 

abundantly clear that these tools are being promoted specifically to film women without their 

knowledge by the very names and descriptions of the products: “spy,” “hidden,” “nanny cam,” 
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“night vision.” That eBay is providing allowing marketing that encourages criminal behavior is 

highly disturbing - especially given that the posting of nonconsensually filmed sexual content on 

the internet is rapidly escalating and causing untold trauma. This is a form of image-based sexual 

abuse that eBay may be facilitating. 

 

 

 

Image-based sexual abuse is a growing global crime with lasting, traumatic impact. Once 

uploaded to the internet, the nonconsensual footage can never be fully erased, as it is 

downloaded, duplicated, and shared over and over again. Survivors of IBSA describe their 

experience as “life-ruining,” “hell on earth,” and “a nightmare . . . which destroyed everything.” 

An informal survey by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative found that 51% of responding IBSA 

victims reported having contemplated suicide as a result of their experience. 

The NCOSE Law Center is currently co-counsel representing nine women who were filmed in a 

locker room without their knowledge or consent. The man who filmed them changing and 

showering used a spy cam similar to those being sold on eBay. The footage was then uploaded to 

XHamster and Pornhub. This is just one example of spy cameras being used as a tool of image-

based sexual abuse—and as “Spy cam,” “Hidden camera,” and “Voyeur” are popular genres of 

pornography, we know that countless others have been victimized by the use of spy cams to film 

them without their consent. 

https://endsexualexploitation.org/issues/image-based-sexual-abuse/
https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/image-based-sexual-abuse-a-little-known-term-but-a-pervasive-problem/
https://www.cybercivilrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/RPStatistics.pdf
https://www.cybercivilrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/RPStatistics.pdf
https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/female-students-secretly-filmed-in-a-locker-room/
https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/female-students-secretly-filmed-in-a-locker-room/
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All the red arrows are pointing to spy camera ads showing women in sexual/sexualized 

situations: 
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While not spycam advertising, we came across this photo promoting “up skirting” and 

“voyeur” 

 

By selling spy cams that advertise nonconsensually filmed images, eBay may be complicit in 

image-based sexual abuse. When notified of this problem on their own platform in 2021, Wish 
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took action by creating and enforcing an explicit ban against “spy cams advertised for unlawful 

activities” like IBSA. We urge eBay to follow suit. 

 

 

Despite pornography being prohibited in eBay’s policies, pornography and other sexually 

explicit content is easily found on eBay. 

According to eBay’s Adult Items Policy, “listings [of sex toys and sexual accessories] must not 

include images of nudity or sexual content.” This policy is clearly not being enforced. In addition 

to countless explicit nude images being sold on eBay that do not classify as art (despite sellers 

throwing “art” into the title), but are meant to sexually arouse (i.e., pornography), NCOSE’s 

researchers found that eBay’s listings for sex dolls include graphic images of sex acts such as 

oral sex and masturbation. These images are so lifelike and are meant to stimulate that we would 

argue they qualify as pornography. Countless products include sexually explicit imagery in the 

main thumbnail image – including genitalia and sex acts – and include pornographic text in the 

listing. 

 

Pornography & Sexually Explicit Content 
 

Despite pornography being prohibited in eBay’s policies, pornography and other sexually 

explicit content is easily found on eBay. 

According to eBay’s Adult Items Policy, “listings [of sex toys and sexual accessories] must not 

include images of nudity or sexual content.” This policy is clearly not being enforced. In addition 

to countless explicit nude images being sold on eBay that do not classify as art (despite sellers 

throwing “art” into the title), but are meant to sexually arouse (i.e., pornography), NCOSE’s 

researchers found that eBay’s listings for sex dolls include graphic images of sex acts such as 

oral sex and masturbation. These images are so lifelike and are meant to stimulate that we would 

argue they qualify as pornography. Countless products include sexually explicit imagery in the 

main thumbnail image – including genitalia and sex acts – and include pornographic text in the 

listing.  

 

In addition to the several of the images above that included graphic images of sex acts, here are 

some other samples. Again, this does not even include the multitudes of additional sex dolls and 

nude photos sold on eBay that are indisputably pornography. 

 

https://merchant.wish.com/policy/inappropriate-reasons/27
https://www.ebay.com/help/policies/prohibited-restricted-items/adult-items-policy?id=4278
https://www.ebay.com/help/policies/prohibited-restricted-items/adult-items-policy?id=4278
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